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+ 
When it comes to JDA Expertise, 

our knowledge is second to none.  

 

Our Expertise is Your Advantage. 

For over ten years, A2R’s seasoned 

resources have forged a solid track 

record with many North American 

retailers through successful 

implementations, modifications and 

post-implementation support for a 

growing number of JDA Solutions. 

A2R + JDA 
 

For over 10 years, Retailers and 

Distributors have relied on our JDA 

expertise to ensure their projects are 

a success. As a JDA Alliance Partner, 

we combine our deep business 

acumen with our expertise in JDA 

solutions to ensure our clients are 

able to deliver to their customers. 

http://www.advantage2retail.com/
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JDA EXPERTISE 

Why Choose A2R as your JDA Service Provider? 
 

A2R is proud to be JDA’s Strategic Alliance Partner for all of Canada. Clients considering 

replacing their legacy system or looking to upgrade, add new modules, customize or 

support their current version of JDA software, can count on A2R. Our team’s experience 

and in-depth knowledge of JDA solutions accumulated over the years allowed us to 

establish a JDA center of expertise which delivers the following key services: 

Implementation & Integration of 

JDA  Applications: 
 

Our methodology allows our resources to 

implement JDA solutions with great ease. 

Whether to replace a legacy system or 

update your current JDA software, A2R can 

competitively deliver a complete, fully 

integrated solution adapted to your 

business needs.  
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Custom Software Development 

 
All JDA solutions are designed according to 

best industry practices and take into 

account all improvements, suggestions and 

recommendations from their client base. 

The JDA solutions architecture allows us to 

customize the applications or to develop 

new ones according to our clients needs. 
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Detailed JDA Training 
 

Our trainers play an important role in new 

implementation or upgrade projects and 

ensure all user-required key topics are 

presented, documented according to the 

client’s specific environment and 

demonstrated during training sessions. 

Training sessions and material are 

customized to each client’s needs. The 

training approach is established in 

collaboration with the client (train the 

trainer or multiple user training sessions). 
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Technical & User Support 

 
A2R’s personalized and tailored support as 

well as the dedication of our support team 

enable us to competitively exceed clients 

expectations. Our support staff can assist 

you with technical and user-level issues 

throughout all your locations, coast to 

coast. Outsourcing your in-house help-desk 

to A2R can also help you improve service to 

your users, focus on your core competency 

and reduce costs. 
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JDA EXPERTISE 

  
  
  
  

System Implementation & Integration 

Custom Software Development 

Training 

Technical & User Support 

We’ve got you Covered. 
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Contact us today to learn more. 
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